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We study the effects of heterogeneity on interfacial pinning and hydrodynamic drag using molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations of Janus nanospheres at a liquid/vapor interface. We construct the
free energy landscape for this system, both in the continuum approximation using surfaces tensions
and the flat-interface approximation and atomistically using MD and thermodynamic integration.
The results of the two methods differ in detail due to interfacial distortion and finite width, as well
as thermal fluctuations, and only the MD landscape is consistent with simulations of a nanosphere
approaching the interface from the liquid or vapor side. When dragged along an interface, these
Janus particles exhibit a velocity-dependent tilt accompanied by a weak variation in drag force, but
never an enhancement of the drag force beyond the value when fully immersed. This velocity depen-
dence arises when the interface is pinned at heterogeneities and prevents the particle from rotating,
and similar behavior is observed for homogeneous but non-spherical particles. The occurrence of
different particle orientations having different drag coefficients may lead to an apparent violation of
the Stokes-Einstein relation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dating back to the century-old publications of
Ramdsen[1] and Pickering[2], it has long been recognized
that colloids (particles order nanometers to microns in
characteristic size) can adsorb strongly and irreversibly
to an apolar/polar fluid interface (e.g. an air/water or
oil/water interfaces) to form monolayers. Over the past
century, sustained interest in these monolayers derives
from their ability, when adsorbed at the bubble interfaces
of foams or the droplet interfaces of emulsions, to sta-
bilize these dispersions from coalescence through steric
repulsion[3, 4]. The driving force for the adsorption and
entrapment of the colloid at the interface is a reduction
in interfacial free energy; upon breaching a fluid interface
the colloid removes fluid interfacial area and exchanges
the fluid/solid particle surface energy of one of the phases
bounding the interface with the fluid/solid energy of the
opposite phase. While colloidal monolayers provide an
interfacial armor which stabilizes foams and emulsions,
these dispersions are not thermodynamically stable due
to the fraction of the fluid interface that is not covered
by particles[5, 6].
To reduce the interfacial energy of a surface particle
further, attention over the past few decades has focused
on amphiphilic spherical Janus colloids[7–11]. These are
heterogeneous particles with two faces that have differ-
ent wettabilities (contact angles) to the bounding phases,
i.e one apolar surface which preferentially wets the ap-
olar phase and the other which preferentially wets the
polar phase. We focus here on the class in which the ap-
olar and polar faces are hemispheres. Calculations done
in the absence of interface deformation detail an energy
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landscape with a deep minimum when the contact line
is pinned at the Janus boundary ( the preferred “Janus
configuration”,and no equilibrium angle conditions are
satisfied[12–14]. Due to the Janus amphiphilicity, this
minimum - which can exceed the minimum for a homo-
geneous particle with the same radius and contact angle
by a factor of three - demonstrates the potential of Janus
colloids to form thermodynamically stable emulsions[6]
and continues to drive research in the use of Janus par-
ticles to stabilize foams and emulsions .
The elaboration of techniques to functionalize the po-
lar and apolar surfaces of Janus particles with function-
alized chemistries has driven research into applications
of these particles at fluid interfaces beyond dispersion
stabilization, for reviews[15–17]. As amphiphilic Janus
particles are trapped at the interface, and their energy
minimum sets a preferred configuration in which the ap-
olar and polar sides of the Janus particle face the apolar
and polar phases, monolayer assemblies of these particles
- particularly closed packed arrangements - can be used
as the starting points for the fabrication of surface coat-
ings or materials with controlled anisotropy (for example,
surfaces with optofluidic mirrors, [18]). Advances in func-
tionalization have also made possible the fabrication of
active Janus colloids, in which one face is functionalized
with a catalyst which mediates the reaction (typically
in an aqueous phase) of a solute to a product, and the
asymmetric distribution of reactant and product across
the colloid creates a force imbalance on the particle which
propels the particle [19–25]. If the opposite side of the
Janus motor is less wettable than the reactive side to wa-
ter, the locomotor can become trapped at an air/water or
oil/water interface in the preferred Janus configuration,
with the reactive side still in contact with the fuel and
able to drive the particle along the surface[26–29]. The
confinement at the interface provides a prescribed av-
enue for the locomotor to navigate in applications such
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2as shuttling cargo or creating advection, and the orien-
tation provides the accessibility of the active area to the
fuel to sustain the motion.
These more recent applications of Janus particles at
fluid interfaces center around the motion of the col-
loid along the surface, either as they self-propel or self-
assemble, due to overlap of menisci around the particles
created when the interface attaches to the Janus bound-
ary, as for example when the Janus boundary causes an
undulating contact lines [30–33], or magnetized Janus
particles are torqued by an external magnetic field to
lift the Janus boundary[13, 34, 35]. Whatever the origin,
the movement of a Janus particle along a fluid interface
with velocity U generates hydrodynamic shear stresses
on the particle which can be asymmetric relative to the
interface[36, 37]. If, for example, the viscosity of the
apolar phase is smaller than the polar phase, the trans-
lation generates a greater shear stress in the polar phase
creating a net torque which acts to rotate the colloid
counter-clockwise. Rotational motion forces the polar
phase at the contact line boundary to recede over one
side of the particle surface and advance over the surface
on the opposite side. This contact line motion has been
extensively studied for liquid droplets moving over planar
substrates[38, 39], and it is well recognized that topolog-
ical and chemical heterogeneities on the substrate sur-
face can pin the contact line until hydrodynamic stresses
are large enough to cause the contact line to advance
or recede. The surfaces of non-Janus colloidal particles
are typically heterogeneous. Measurements of the move-
ment of these colloids toward a fluid interface[40] show
an extended time for the colloid to settle to its equi-
librium configuration, and the measurements of the con-
tact angles of liquids on colloidal particle surfaces are not
very reproducible[41]. Both phenomena indicate that the
contact line tends to become pinned on the particle sur-
face and only advances slowly to an equilibrium position.
Janus particles will exhibit two levels of surface hetero-
geneity; one, the heterogeneity of the individual phases
and second, the potentially significant heterogeneity at
the Janus boundary which is chemical and can be topo-
logical depending on how the particle functionalization is
undertaken (e.g. if the Janus face is fabricated by sputter
coating metallic layers). When a Janus particle begins to
translate along the surface in its preferred configuration
the hydrodynamic torque due to the translation can be
resisted by the contact line becoming pinned at the Janus
boundary, if the particle velocity and associated hydro-
dynamic torque is not large enough to allow the contact
line to move.
The issue of whether the Janus particle rotates as it
moves, or remains in a fixed orientation, is central to
many emerging applications of Janus particles at fluid
interfaces, as the particles are required to remain in a
fixed orientation (e.g. colloidal coatings and surface lo-
comotors). The aim of this study is to examine whether
the Janus boundary can pin the contact line of a Janus
particle moving along the surface to prevent its rotation,
and establish, if pinned, a relationship between the angle
of arrest as a function of the translational velocity, and
the resultant drag coefficient. To undertake this study,
we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations that can
straightforwardly describe meniscus motion over topo-
logically rough and chemically heterogeneous surfaces
of nano-sized colloids. An additional advantage of us-
ing MD is that the interfacial free energy landscape of
the Janus particles can be calculated through thermo-
dynamic integration of forces at fixed Janus orientations
through the interface, without the usual assumption that
the interface is flat and does not equilibrate with the par-
ticle surface at the contact line.
Using Lennard-Jones (LJ) interaction potentials, sev-
eral MD studies[42–46], including our prior study[47] (re-
ferred to below as KM), examined the surface diffusion of
smooth and rough non-Janus) spherical colloids trapped
and diffusing along a liquid/liquid and a vapor/liquid in-
terface. These studies demonstrated that the finite thick-
ness of the interfaces in the MD simulations increased
the diffusivity by decreasing the drag and that, for a va-
por/liquid interface, the greater the immersion into the
liquid phase, the smaller is the diffusion coefficient. The
latter result was attributed to an increase in the vis-
cous drag on the colloid in accordance with the Stokes-
Einstein relationship and in agreement with continuum
results [48–52]. The effect of topological heterogeneities
was examined in our prior study (KM) and Shojaei-
Zadeh et al.[45] by constructing atomistic colloids from
a lattice assembles of nanoparticles, whereby the colloid
is comprised of all particles in the lattice within a par-
ticular radius which then has a natural level of surface
roughness. These rough colloids were found to rotate as
they diffused with a stick-slip motion along the surface,
indicating that the roughness was not sufficient to pin the
interface when the particles moved by surface diffusion.
KM also studied the steady translation of a colloid with
a simulated rough surface along a vapor/liquid under a
constant velocity. Under this circumstance, the colloids
rotated and the computed drag coefficients were slightly
less than continuum calculations of the drag [48–52] due
to the finite thickness of the interfacial layer.
Very few MD simulations of the motion of Janus par-
ticles along fluid interfaces have been undertaken. Us-
ing LJ potentials, the diffusion of a Janus colloid has
been simulated at a liquid-liquid interface for atomistic
rough colloids [45, 53]. The Janus faces are constructed
by assigning different interaction potentials for the par-
ticles comprising either half of the Janus particle. Both
studies indicated that the colloids diffused along the sur-
face in the Janus preferred configuration, providing the
first indication that the Janus boundary pins the in-
terface for diffusional motion (see also the Monte-Carlo
simulations[54] which come to the same conclusion). Sim-
ulations of the translation of a Janus colloid along the
surface due to an applied force have not been undertaken.
However, in a related study Shojaei-Zadeh et al[55, 56]
demonstrated that if the interface is sheared perpendic-
3FIG. 1. Computational cell showing the tetrameric liquid
(“1”), the FCC lattice base (“4”) and the Janus nanoparticle
consisting of “2” and “3” at the fluid interface.
ular to its normal, the resultant torque due to the shear
rotated a Janus colloid from its preferred configuration
with the contact line pinned at the Janus boundary. The
rotation continued until the capillary torque derived from
the pinning arrested the rotation.
We begin by describing the formulation of our MD sim-
ulations, which employ LJ potentials. We study a Janus
nanoparticle with a topologically rough surface attached
to a vapor/liquid interface, with one hemisphere prefer-
entially wetting the liquid phase relative to the opposite
phase. We first compute the interfacial energy landscape
accounting for the formation of a meniscus around the
particle, and we use these calculations to understand how
Janus colloids orient as they adsorb from either the vapor
or liquid phase. We next examine their translation and
rotation along the interface, where we focus on whether
the interface can become pinned at the Janus boundary
to prevent rotation and the effect of the suppression of
the rotation on the hydrodynamic drag, and follow with
conclusions.
II. FORMULATION
The computational domain for the MD simulations
is shown in Fig. 1, and follows KM[47]. Tetramers of
Lennard-Jones (LJ) atoms (species 1) tethered by springs
comprise a molecular fluid which fills the bottom of the
simulation box, with a solid bounding surface at the bot-
tom (made of LJ atoms (species 4) tethered in two lay-
ers to a fcc lattice configuration), and a (very low den-
sity) vapor fills the remainder. A reflecting wall is at
the top of the box and periodic boundary conditions are
imposed in both horizontal directions. All atoms in the
system interact via an adjustable Lennard-Jones poten-
tial VLJ(r) = 4 
[
(r/σ)−12 − cij (r/σ)−6
]
, involving an
atomic diameter σ and an energy scale , and the pa-
rameter cij controls the strength of the interaction be-
tween atoms of species i and j. All atoms have a com-
mon mass m, and we define a time scale τ = σ(m/)1/2.
The tetramer molecular chain is tied together by adding
a FENE potential VFENE = − 12kF r20 log (1− r2/r20) be-
tween adjacent atoms along the chain, with parameters
(kF = 30/σ
2, ro = 1.5σ) taken from [57]. This molecular
liquid is preferable to a monatomic one in this situation
because it has a sharper interface. The simulation box
is a cube of side 60.3σ, and the temperature is fixed at
0.8/kB using a local Nose´-Hoover thermostat. The MD
simulations follow standard methods[58, 59]. The inter-
actions between two liquid atoms and between liquid and
the solid base and the solid base atoms have the standard
value c11 = c14 = c44 = 1. Under these conditions the liq-
uid density is 0.857σ−3 and separate simulations of Cou-
ette flow of the tetramer demonstrates Newtonian behav-
ior with a viscosity equal to η = 5.18m/(στ). The surface
tension γf , obtained as the difference in the normal and
transverse stress across the interface is 0.668/σ2. The
thickness of the interfacial zone is approximately 3σ and
in the absence of the particle is located at 38.3σ as mea-
sured from the bottom of the FCC lattice
As described above and following our prior study, the
particle is constructed by cutting out a spherical section
(radius 8σ) of a cubic lattice of LJ atoms with the same
density as the liquid (0.857 σ−3) to create a composite
with a resulting surface roughness, and we assign differ-
ent interaction strengths of the atoms in the two halves of
the particle with the liquid tetramer atoms to construct
a Janus particle. The atoms in the two hemispheres are
denoted as species 2 and 3 (Fig. 1a) and the interactions
c12 and c13 are varied to control the wettability of the
faces of the Janus particle and hence its orientation and
immersion depth into the liquid. For the strongly-wetting
hemisphere we fix c12 = 1.2 and for the other hemisphere
either c13=0.7 or 0.8. As we demonstrated in KM, a
uniform sphere with c13 = 1.2 would be completely im-
mersed in the liquid in equilibrium. A uniform particle
with c13=0.8 and 0.7 straddle the interface with apparent
contact angles equal to 111◦ and 132◦, respectively[47],
indicating that the particle situates with its center above
the free interface. The c13 particle situates at a higher
position due to its smaller interaction with the liquid. If
the same interactions were used for a spreading drop on
an planar atomic surface, a c13 = 1.2 liquid would spread
completely while a c13 = 0.8 liquid would form a partially
wetting drop. For convenience, we will denote the Janus
particles by their interactions, e.g. c12/ c13.
4(a) (b)
FIG. 2. Continuum calculation of the free energy landscape of a Janus particle as a function of orientation θ and position zp
from the solid free energies of the Janus faces, assuming a flat fluid interface. (a) geometry of the calculation, (b) free energy
surface for a 1.2/0.7 Janus particles.
III. THE INTERFACIAL ENERGY
LANDSCAPE OF A JANUS PARTICLE
A. Surface tensions and thermodynamic
integration
The continuum value of the free energy of a particle
is basically the integral over the surface area of the ap-
propriate local free energy per area – the surface tension.
As noted earlier, the common simplifying approximation
is to assume that the interface is flat up to the particle
contact-line[12–14], thereby avoiding the difficult calcu-
lation of the area of a distorted interface. We consider
Janus particle at an interface separating an apolar/polar
liquid phase, or equivalently here a vapor/liquid inter-
face, as shown Fig. 2a. For each orientation angle θ and
immersion depth zp, the particle interfacial free energy
is computed by first integrating over each point r on the
particle surface a differential surface area element dS(r)
times one of the Janus particle’s solid energies per unit
area, γi,j where i indicates the face (i=NW or W for
nonwetting or wetting) and j denotes the phase attached
to the interface (j=V or L for vapor or liquid). The en-
ergy used at r depends on whether the surface point is
within the polar or apolar section, and whether it is in
contact with the apolar or polar phase. We then subtract
from this integral the free energy of the circular region of
the liquid/vapor interface (of radius rS) removed by the
presence of the particle: its area times the liquid/vapor
surface tension. Explicitly, the continuum interfacial en-
ergy at a position zp and angle θ relative to the energy
when the Janus colloid is all in the vapor (apolar) phase
is:
∆FJ,C(zp, θ) =
∫
IS(rp)
dS(r)[γSL(r)− γSV (r)]− pi r2Sγf
(1)
where the superscript indicates the continuum energy cal-
culation (C) of a Janus particle (J) with an assumed
flat interface, and the integral runs over the (smooth)
spherical immersed surface (IS) of the particle, which
depends on rp. A key point here is that while the ab-
solute free energies of solid interfaces are difficult to
calculate[58], the free energy change due to replacing a
surrounding vapor by liquid is more accessible. In the
integral, γSL(r)−γSV (r) represents either the difference
γNW,L − γNW,V if at the position r the nonwetting face
is in contact with the liquid or γW,L − γW,V if the wet-
ting face is touching the liquid (polar phase). These solid
surface energy differences can be calculated by thermody-
namic integration, which we also use below for computing
the molecular dynamics Janus particle energy landscape
for any orientation and immersion depth, and for an in-
terface that may not be flat.
In the thermodynamic integration method, a path is
selected for the configuration of the particle, the position
of the center and the particle orientation in general, and
at each configuration the particle is fixed and the system
is first allowed to equilibrate and then the force on the
particle is measured as a time average. If the temperature
is constant along the path (ξ), the change in free energy
between any two configurations is the work done to move
the particle reversibly between them.
∆FJ,MD|1−2 = −
∫ 2
1
dξ F J(ξ) (2)
At the moment we require only the local differences in
5surface tension, γNW,L − γNW,V and so on, which is the
difference between the free energies of homogeneous par-
ticles of that wettability exposed to liquid or vapor, di-
vided by the particle’s surface area. The orientation is
not relevant here, and we choose vertical paths normal to
the bottom of the rectangular computational cell where
the particle begins far above the interface at zp = zV and
ends far below it at zp = zL. In the present system, the
computational cell has 0 ≤ z ≤ 60.3σ, the average plane
of the interface is located at z=38.3σ (with a thickness
of approximately 3σ), and the particle has radius 8σ, so
we choose zV =50σ and zL=15σ (if zL is too small the
particle interacts with the bottom wall). Then
γi,L − γi,V = − 1
4piR2
∫ zL
zV
dz Fi(z) (3)
where Fi(z) is the force on a homogeneous particle
with the appropriate solid liquid interaction interaction
strength c1i when its center is at z. Note that in
this quasi-static integration, all interfacial energy effects
are in principal included and, importantly, the interface
shape is not fixed to a planar configuration but allowed
to come to an equilibrium dictated by the orientation
and position of the Janus particle. We note that along
the surface but away from the particle the interface does
become planar but for positions in which the particle
breaches the interface (as we discuss in detail below) the
interface is deformed in the immediate vicinity of the con-
tact line as the fluid equilibrates with the solid energies.
The results are γW,L − γW,V = −0.609/σ2 for c12=1.2,
and γNW,L−γNW,V equal to 0.313/σ2 for c13 = 0.8 and
0.554/σ2 for c13 = 0.7. Unsurprisingly, the stronger the
interaction of the atoms of the colloid with the tetramer
the more reduced the colloid energy relative to the gas
phase.
B. Continuum landscape
With the solid energy differences known, we can obtain
∆FJ,C(zp, θ), the continuum landscape of a Janus parti-
cle (radius R = 8σ) with an assumed flat surface (located
at z/σ = 38.3), as a function of immersion depth (zp) and
orientation (θ), by evaluating Eq. 1 numerically for each
value of zp and θ. The results for the 1.2/0.7 particles
is shown in Fig. 2b; the 1.2/0.8 landscape is very sim-
ilar. There is sharp, global minimum at θ = 180◦ and
zp/σ = 38.3, which corresponds to the preferred Janus
configuration with the wetting side down and fully im-
mersed in the liquid phase. The value of this minimum is
equal to 2piR2(γW,L−γW,V )−piR2γf = −379.2 since the
wetting hemispherical face is now completely immersed
in the liquid. More insight into this minimum and the
nature of the landscape in general can be gained by ex-
amining the behavior of the interfacial free energy as a
function of zp for particular orientations θ = 180
◦ and
θ = 0◦ (Fig. 3). At θ = 180◦, ∆FJ,C has a single min-
imum at zp/σ = 38.3 which is easily rationalized: as
FIG. 3. Continuum and MD landscape at the fixed orienta-
tions along θ = 0 and θ = 180◦ for the 1.2/0.7 and 1.2/0.8
Janus particles.
the colloid, breaches the interface from the vapor with
its wetting side down and becomes immersed in the liq-
uid, the favorable (negative free energy relative to the
wetting of this face with vapor) interaction of the wet-
ting face with the liquid together with the decrease in
the area of the fluid interface results in the monotonic
reduction in the free energy to the minimum at the pre-
ferred Janus configuration when zp/σ = 38.3. As the
particle immerses further into the liquid, the nonwetting
face comes in contact with the liquid, and the unfavor-
6able (positive free energy) interaction and the increase
in the fluid area results in the monotonic increase in the
free energy until the asymptotic value ∆FJ,C = 180◦ =
2piR2 [(γW,L − γW,V ) + (γNW,L − γNW,V )] = −22.1 is
achieved when the colloid is fully immersed in the liq-
uid phase at zp/σ = 30.3.
For immersion of the colloid into the liquid from the
vapor side with the wetting side up (θ = 0◦), two minima
are observed due to a competition between the changes
in the nonwetting and wetting solid surface energies and
the fluid interface energy. As the colloid first breaches
the interface from the vapor nonwetting side down, the
reduction in the liquid interfacial area decreases ∆FJ,C ,
while the fact that the nonwetting face is coming in con-
tact with the liquid increases the free energy. This com-
petition gives rise to the first minimum, and is the same
competition which occurs when homogeneous nonwetting
colloids (contact angles greater than 90◦) breach the in-
terface of the liquid from the vapor side. In this case the
interfacial energy is given by
∆FJ,C(d+ 38.3σ, 0◦) =
piR2
{
2 [γNW,L − γNW,V ]
[
1− d
R
]
+ γf
[
d2
R2
− 1
]}
(4)
where d is the distance from the particle center in the
vapor to the interface. The minimum is at dmin/R =
(γNW,L−γNW,V )/γf or zp = 38.3σ+dmin = 44.9σ using
the parameters for 1.2/0.7, which is the observed location
of the first minimum. Thus the location of the first min-
imum is the equilibrium position that would be achieved
by a homogeneous particle with an interaction coefficient
with the solvent tetramer equal to 0.7. With continued
immersion the free energy achieves a maximum when the
particle center reaches the surface (zp/σ = 38.3) with
energy 2piR2(γNW,L − γNW,V ) − piR2γf = 88.5. This
positive value reflects the large energy cost is immersing
the nonwetting side completely into the liquid phase and
represents globally the largest value for the free energy as
the nonwetting face is completely wet by the liquid. With
further immersion into the liquid, the wetting face comes
into contact with the liquid, and this favorable (negative)
interaction energy dominates the loss in the area of the
vapor/liquid interface and accounts for a sharp decrease
in ∆FJ,C for z/σ < 38.3. Finally, just before the col-
loid becomes completely immersed, a second minimum
arises which represents the minimum in the free energy
of a homogeneous colloid with an interaction coefficient of
1.2 with the tetramer solvent which occurs at a position
zp = 38.3σ +R(γW,L − γW,V )/γf = 31.0σ as observed in
Fig. 2. With further immersion, the free energy increases
and becomes equal to the completely immersed value
2piR2 [(γW,L − γW,V ) + (γNW,L − γNW,V )] = −22.1.
The continuum free energy landscape for the 1.2/0.8
Janus nanoparticle is quite similar in shape, although
the numerical values differ. The fact that the interaction
of the nonwetting face with the liquid is more favorable
(γNW,L−γNW,V , is equal to 0.313 instead of 0.554 for the
1.2/0.7 particle) allows the landscape to lie below that of
the 1.2/0.7 particle for all orientations and immersions in
which the nonwetting phase is in contact with the liquid.
In particular, the global maximum in the energy for the
configuration in which the nonwetting phase is in com-
plete contact with the liquid (θ = 0 and z/σ = 38.3) is
now negative, 2piR2(γNW,L − γNW,V ) − piR2γf = −8.4
and the interfacial energy of the completely immersed
particle is 2piR2 [(γW,L − γW,V ) + (γNW,L − γNW,V )] =
−119.0. Note that the energy at the preferred con-
figuration for the 1.2/0.8 particle remains the same as
the 1.2/0.7 colloid as only the wetting face is in con-
tact with the liquid (−379.2), and the two energy min-
imum are retained for θ = 0 although the position
of the minimum in the vapor phase is now shifted to
zp = 38.3σ +R(γNW,L − γNW,V )/γf = 42.0σ
C. Molecular landscape
The interfacial energy landscape (∆FJ,MD of a Janus
nanoparticle, taking account of atomic scale roughness
and variations in meniscus shape, is shown in Fig. 4a.
The calculation uses the molecular dynamics model (Fig.
1) and the thermodynamic integration algorithm of eq. 2
for the 1.2/0.7 particle. Here, for each θ we integrate in z
from the vapor phase to deep into the liquid. The land-
scape displays the same general features as the contin-
uum version (Fig. 2b) with the preferred configuration
retaining a global minimum and the inverse configura-
tion, with the nonwetting face completely wetted, hav-
ing the largest energy. These global minima and maxima
are not as sharp as in the continuum case, and the rel-
ative smoothness of the MD topology relative to that of
the continuum is a general feature of the MD result. This
raggedness in the MD case results from force and interfa-
cial shape fluctuations in the calculation, and is unavoid-
able in the absence of unlimited computer time. There is
a systematic difference between the MD and continuum
surfaces arising from deformations in the shape of the liq-
uid/vapor interface due to the particle. In Fig. 5 we show
two snapshots of the particle and nearby interface dur-
ing the free energy calculation at 180◦ (only the atoms
in a slab-shaped region of width 10σ about the midplane
of the particle areshown). When the particle center is
above the original flat interface the liquid rises on the
wetting surface up to the Janus boundary and when the
center is below the original interface the interface falls
to follow the boundary. At 120◦, to give another exam-
ple, the interface to the right coats the particle up to the
Janus boundary but on the left has the appropriate con-
tact angle (132◦) for the 0.7 side. This figure also shows
clearly that the surface wetting along the two Janus faces
drives the formation of a meniscus around the particle,
and that the energy minimization at each value of zp and
θ in the MD landscape is a balance between surface equi-
libration (which tends to reduce the interfacial energy)
and meniscus formation (which tends to increase the en-
7(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
FIG. 4. Molecular free energy surface and numerical experiments for a 1.2/0.7 Janus particle. (a) Free energy surface, computed
from thermodynamic integration. (b) Particle released at 0◦ in vapor and not allowed to rotate, at times 0, 500, 1000 and
5000 τ , (c) Particle released at 0◦ in liquid and not allowed to rotate, at times 0, 500, 1000 and 5000 τ . The last frame shows
the configuration at the same final time when the particle is free to rotate. (d) Particle released at 0◦ in vapor with rotation
allowed, at times 500, 700, 800, 900 and 2500τ and (e) Particle released at 180◦ in vapor and allowed to rotate, at times 0, 300,
600, 1000 and 5000τ .
8FIG. 5. Deformations of the liquid/vapor interface in the
presence of a 1.2/0.7 Janus particle. Intermediate states dur-
ing thermodynamic integration at (a) zp = x and θ = 180
◦,
(b) zp = x
◦ and θ = 180◦, (c) zp = 38σ and θ = 120◦.
ergy due to an increase in liquid interface area). In the
continuum landscape, which does not allow surface equi-
libration and the deformation of the liquid interface and
computes the interfacial energy by summing the contact
surface energies of the Janus faces (eq. 1), the contact
angles are determined by geometric intersection of the
flat surface with the contact line. This lack of competi-
tion underlies the sharp features of the landscape as the
intersection passes across the Janus boundary.
The most obvious differences between the continuum
and molecular free energy surfaces are the corrugations
parallel to the z-axis in the MD case, a numerical artifact
whose origin is as follows. Each force measurement at a
given (zp, θ) is a time average in a noisy system, and has
some statistical error associated with it. The free energy
at that point is an integral over all previous values of z
starting in the vapor, and includes the sum of the pre-
vious point-wise errors, and since there is a time delay
in accumulating force values between different points the
force errors are statistically independent. Therefore, at
each θ the error is the sum of uncorrelated random vari-
ables and is analogous to a random walk. The error at
each θ would then grow as the number of points, propor-
tional to (zp − z0)1/2, but with a prefactor that would
vary from one value of θ to another, since the different
values correspond to different calculations. The corruga-
tions thus represent different random walk fluctuations
superposed on the correct surface along each measure-
ment line in z. The strength of the fluctuations could
be reduced by using a longer averaging interval to lower
the error associated with each force measurement, but
cannot be eliminated. The direction of the corrugations
could be altered by another choice of integration proto-
col, increasing with decreasing zp if we had started in the
fluid rather than the vapor, or running parallel to the θ
axis if we had integrated in that direction. Practically
speaking, since the fluctuations increase with depth, the
molecular surfaces are most reliable at large z but dete-
riorate moving from right to left. In particular, the free
energy results should be independent of θ once the parti-
cle is well below the surface, as in the continuum version,
but the noisy molecular calculation misses this feature.
Specifically, if we average over the final free energy values
in θ at the end of the sequence (the lowest zp) we obtain
-(1.89 ± 10.4) for the 1.2/0.7 case instead of -22.1 and
-(84.3±10.2) in the 1.2/0.8 case instead of -119, showing
some degree of convergence. These discrepancies should
be viewed in the context of long-time excursions of simple
random walks, where convergence is often slow [60].
Corrugations aside, the differences between the con-
tinuum and MD free energy surfaces have a clear phys-
ical origin. At θ = 0◦, the MD free energy lies below
the continuum energy but both of the continuum min-
ima are present, although somewhat broadened. Pro-
ceeding from the point at which the nonwetting face of
the Janus particle breaches the interface from the vapor
side to where the center of the particle is just above the
interface (46.3σ < zp < 40σ), snapshots of the meniscus
around the particle show that the interface is relatively
flat as the intersection of the flat surface with the non-
wetting face leads to obtuse angles. As in the continuum
case, the interfacial energy lowers with zp due to th de-
crease in the area of the fluid interface which offsets the
increase in energy due to the contact of the liquid with
the nonwetting side of the Janus particle. The fact that
the MD energies are lower can be attributed to the equi-
libration with the surface, which is more important than
the surface deformation. As the center of the particle
comes to the interface location (z = 38.3σ), the wet-
ting face comes in contact with the liquid and snapshots
show that the liquid tends to wet the entire hemisphere
for zp < 38.3σ, creating a rising meniscus. Although this
wetting interaction with the surface lowers the energy (as
it does for the continuum case) the cost of the deforma-
tion does not allow for the sharp reduction in energy as
is evident in the continuum calculation. As the particle
becomes completely immersed in the liquid the energy
should return to the flat continuum value but falls below
9due to the numerical artifact described above, although
the minimum reflecting the equilibrium of a homogeneous
particle with the wetting interaction face (1.2) is recov-
ered.
For θ = 180◦ snapshots of the meniscus formation
around the particle as the particle becomes immersed
in the liquid wetting side down show that as even before
the particle touches the nominal interface (zp ≈ 46.3σ),
fluctuations in the liquid begin to form a wetting cap at
the bottom of the particle (see Fig. 5), creating a ris-
ing meniscus which wets the particle up to the Janus
boundary long before the boundary drops to the origi-
nal meniscus height. The wetting leads to a reduction in
the interfacial energy as in the MD case. Similar interfa-
cial deformations for a partially immersed homogeneous
particle have been observed, presumably due to contact-
line pinning at heterogeneities [61]. Recall that in the
continuum case, the energy is also reduced because of
the reduction in the area of the liquid interface. In the
MD case, while the liquid wets the wetting hemisphere,
an energy penalty arises because the rising meniscus cre-
ates a larger interfacial area. As a result, the MD curve
lies above the continuum curve. As the particle descends
further into the liquid and its center approaches the in-
terface location (46.3σ < zp < 38.3σ), the meniscus be-
comes flatter and the interfacial energy decreases until
the global energy minimum is reached at −232, which is
much larger than the continuum value 379.3. Although
the interface in the MD case is relatively flat when the
Janus boundary sits on the interface, the integrated ef-
fect of the meniscus deformation on the path from the
vapor phase to the position of half immersion causes the
free energy reduction to be less than in the continuum
case. With further immersion into the liquid zp < 38.3σ,
the interface become pinned at the contact angle causing
an increase in interfacial area (and an increase in interfa-
cial energy). Eventually, the meniscus detaches form the
Janus boundary, and the liquid wets the nonwetting face
with a descending meniscus intersecting at an obtuse an-
gle with the surface and a less deformed meniscus. As in
the continuum case, the interaction of the liquid with the
solid raises the interfacial energy, but it does not plateau
to the continuum value, as discussed above.
The interfacial energy landscape for the 1.2/0.8 Janus
particle in Fig. 6a shows the same general features as
the continuum version in Fig. 2c, as was the case previ-
ously. The 1.2/0.8 MD landscape lies below the 1.2/0.7
landscape for all situations in which the liquid is wetting
the nonwetting face, due to the stronger interaction of
the liquid with the 0.8 face. The MD minimum energy,
achieved when the wetting face is completely immersed, is
approximately the same for the 1.2/0.8 and 1.2/0.7 Janus
particles (Fig. 3), as was the case with the continuum
profiles, since the particle interaction with the liquid is
only through the wetting face with a common interaction
parameter (1.2). The most significant difference between
the continuum and the MD landscapes occurs along the
θ = 0◦ curve (Fig. 3), where the minimum characterizing
a homogeneous particle with a 0.8 face is not realized, as
it is for the continuum case at zp/σ = 42 (and for the
1.2/0.7 case). Snapshots show that in this range of zp
the stronger interaction of the nonwetting face with the
liquid allows the liquid to climb over the Janus boundary
and reach the wetting hemisphere, giving a reduction in
the energy (although not asymptoting to the continuum
value for complete immersion).
IV. HYSTERETIC PHENOMENA IN THE
ATTACHMENT OF JANUS PARTICLES TO THE
INTERFACE
The MD interfacial energy landscape constructed by
thermodynamic integration provides a basis for under-
standing how Janus colloids will situate and orient them-
selves when attaching to the vapor/liquid interface from
either the vapor or liquid phases bounding the interface.
In particular, the strong heterogeneity of the Janus parti-
cle which generates for the local minima in the landscapes
may give rise to multiple metastable equilibrium orien-
tational states. To explore this possibility in a context
related to experimental practice, we undertake MD sim-
ulations in which the colloid is positioned either above
the interface in the vapor phase, or below the interface
in the liquid phase and allowed (due to a small down-
ward or upward velocity) to come to the proximity of
the surface. The particle is then allowed to diffuse to the
surface, attach, orient, and migrate along the surface due
to diffusion. We aim to understand the motion in terms
of trajectories on the energy surface ∆FJ,MD(zp, θ)
Consider first a 1.2/0.7 Janus particle released from
the vapor phase at t = 0, at an orientation θ = 0◦ (non-
wetting side down) and allowed to migrate to the surface
by the intermolecular interaction of the atoms of the par-
ticle with the liquid phase. To isolate the effect of rota-
tion in finding an equilibrium in the energy landscape,
the orientation is at first fixed (no rotation or NR) and
the resulting motion is shown in snapshots at t=0, 500,
1000 and 5000τ in Fig. 4b. in this case, the particle
follows a trajectory on the one dimensional energy curve
∆FJ,MD(zp, 0◦) plotted in Fig. 3a, and as it is not al-
lowed to rotate it does not migrate to the global minimum
at θ = 180◦, but instead diffuses to the first minimum at
zp/sigma = 40. As we noted, this minimum character-
izes the minimum energy of a homogeneous particle with
a 0.7 interaction attached to the surface, and this is ex-
actly what the MD simulation shows as the particle sits
at this minimum with only its nonwetting face immersed
in the liquid. The fluid near the interface fluctuates and
a molecule or two even climbs up the strongly wetting
side, but this configuration is stable over the duration
of the simulation. Thus the dipolar nature of the Janus
particle does not effect the equilibrium attachment ori-
entation when rotation is not permitted and the particle
is inserted from the vapor phase non-wetting side down.
Compare this behavior with the case in which the par-
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(a)
(b)
FIG. 6. Molecular free energy surface and numerical experiments for a 1.2/0.8 Janus particle. (a) Free energy surface computed
from thermodynamic integration. (b) Particle released at 0◦ in vapor and not allowed to rotate, at times 300, 500, 800, 1000
and 5000 τ
.
ticle is released from the liquid side (zp/σ = 30) with the
same fixed orientation: see Fig. 4c. This particle is re-
leased within the broad minimum of the one dimensional
energy curve of Fig. 3a and remains in this minimum.
The strong interaction of the liquid with the wetting
phase allows the particle to remain completely immersed.
Comparison of the trajectories and simulations for these
later two cases demonstrates that when the Janus particle
is unable to rotate, the particle experiences a significant
hysteresis: When inserted (wetting side down) from the
vapor it comes to an equilibrium “high” on the interface
with its nonwetting side in contact with the liquid. When
inserted (wetting side down) from the liquid, it remains
in the liquid phase, with the strong interaction of the
wetting face with the liquid keeping it immersed. Once
immersed in the liquid phase, if allowed to rotate it re-
mains there: the final snapshot (t = 5000τ) in Fig. 4c
is taken if rotation is permitted from the same starting
point in the liquid. With rotation, the particle should
migrate to the global minimum by flipping over, but for
this completely immersed particle, although free to ro-
tate the relevant rotational diffusion time scale is long,
roughly 105τ for a homogeneous sphere of this size [47],
and well beyond the duration of these simulations.
FIG. 7. A three banded particle with a small central wetta-
bility.
Contrast the above behavior without rotation to the
case when the particle is allowed to rotate freely and is
released from the vapor side with the nonwetting side
down, shown in Fig. 4d. It initially halts due to the weak
wettability of the part of the particle it contacts and the
relative flatness of the landscape near the local (MD)
minimum at θ = 0◦ and zp/σ ≈ 42, but orientational fluc-
tuations allow fluid molecules to reach the nearby part
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of the strong side, resulting in a torque which flips the
particle over. Once the strong side is fully immersed the
particle sinks to the equilibrium depth of the global min-
imum with the Janus boundary at the interface (Fig. 4d.
One might imagine that if the wettability of the weak
side is reduced further the particle’s downward motion
would arrest at a higher point and prevent fluctuating
fluid molecules from reaching the strong side. Unfortu-
nately, in this case (1.2/0.6) the particle is in poor contact
with the liquid and has more freedom to rotate, and it
still tips over. At still lower weak wettability values the
particle simply bounces between the interface and the
top of the simulation box. However, we observe that a
three-banded Janus particle (Fig. 7) with a small central
wettability (c12 = 1.2 for polar angle 0 ≤ pi/3, c12 = 0.5
for pi/3 ≤ 2pi/3 and c12 = 0.7 for 2pi/3 ≤ pi) will arrest
at the interface and maintain a orientation near 0◦ for
10,000τ .
When the initial orientation of the particle is wetting
side down (θ◦ = 180) the migration with and without ro-
tation is straightforward. Fig. 4e shows the migration
of a particle released in the vapor phase wetting side
down with rotation allowed. Aside from fluctuations it
settles directly into the minimum free energy state with
the strong side immersed within 2500τ . If instead the
particle is released with the same orientation below the
interface with or without rotation allowed (not shown),
it immediately rises to the global minimum. The dis-
tinction between this case and Fig. 4c is that there the
free energy surface is rather flat, corresponding to the
long rotational diffusion time, but here the free energy
surface slopes sharply towards the global minimum (see
Fig. 3b).
For the 1.2/0.8 Janus particle, we noted above that
the one major difference in the energy landscape was the
loss of the minimum for the one dimensional landscape at
θ = 0◦, due to the stronger interaction of the nonwetting
side with the liquid for the 1.2/0.8 particle relative to
the 1.2/0.7 particle. For the 1.2/0.7 Janus particle, the
presence of this minimum allowed the particle, without
rotation, when inserted from the vapor side (nonwetting
side down) to come to a metastable equilibrium in which
the nonwetting side is partially immersed in the liquid.
In the absence of this minimum, the 1.2/0.8 Janus par-
ticle cannot obtain such a metastable equilibrium and as
shown in the snapshots of Fig. refmdenergy8b for t=300,
500, 800, 1000 and 5000τ , the particle becomes fully im-
mersed in the liquid. The weak side of the particle has
a slightly stronger attraction to the liquid so the parti-
cle initially arrests at a slightly deeper depth than in the
1.2/0.7 particle, cf. Fig. 4b . The strong side of the par-
ticle is closer to the liquid, so it is more easily reached by
fluid molecules fluctuating above the average interfacial
position, which are then pinned there. Each such pinned
molecule attracts others, forming a thin film on the par-
ticle surface and pulling it down into the liquid. Once
the upper side of the particle is in contact with denser
liquid the strong attraction pulls it in. The final depth
is the same (up to fluctuations) as when the particle is
released below the interface in (b), and there is no hys-
teresis. (Strictly speaking we should compare this case to
a 1.2/0.8 particle released below the interface, but there
is little difference in the final depth.)
To summarize the results of these migration studies,
we observe three possible final states rather than a single
minimum free energy state, and these arise from a mix-
ture of imposed constraints and time limitations. The
behavior in case Fig. 4b arises because an explicit con-
straint prevented rotation and a simulation time limita-
tion prevented the occurrence of a large vertical fluctua-
tion. Likewise, the final states in Figs. 4c and 6b do not
reach the global minimum due to the long time needed for
a fully immersed particle to rotationally diffuse through
a large angle so that the weak side senses the interface
and is expelled.
V. DRAG AND PINNING OF JANUS
PARTICLES DURING MOTION ALONG THE
SURFACE
In this section, the translation and rotation of Janus
particles attached to an interface is studied. As in KM
where MD simulations of homogeneous particles with
nanoscale roughness at an interface were studied, the
center of the particle is fixed at the average equilibrium
depth and translated at constant velocity parallel to the
interface, and the force F exerted on the particle by the
surrounding fluid atoms is computed. For homogeneous
spheres results were reported at a single pulling velocity,
U = 0.1, but in fact the drag coefficient ξ = F/U was
independent of pulling speed over a wide range (but see
below). For Janus spheres, however, we see a weak but
systematic variation: the drag coefficients for each veloc-
ity is recorded in Table I. The simulation results are an
average over a statistical ensemble, where the number of
independent realizations (different random seed used to
generate the initial velocities) is larger at lower velocities
to reduce the statistical error, At still lower speeds the
fluctuations are too strong to reliably extract the force,
while at higher values the interface becomes distinctly
non-planar away from the particle and cannot be sensibly
compared to planar cases. Along with the drag variation
there is a systematic change in the particle’s orientation,
defined here by a director vector fixed in the particle run-
ning from the center of the high-wettability side to the
opposite pole. In Fig. 8 we show typical snapshots of the
system in the steady state at various values of U (the
particle moves to the left). Of course the particle orien-
tation fluctuates in this situation, and in Fig. 9 we show
the corresponding pdf of the angle between the director
and the vertical.
We also compute the Janus particle diffusivity, by plac-
ing it at the interface and allowing it to diffuse freely for
10,000τ . A statistical ensemble of 90 realization is used,
obtained by choosing different random number seeds to
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FIG. 8. Top: Snapshots of Janus spheres pulled from right to left along an interface at speeds (left to right) 0.01, 0.025, 0.5,
0.075 and 0.1σ/τ .
FIG. 9. Top: Probability distribution of particle orientation
when pulled right to left along an interface at speeds 0.01
(magenta), 0.025 (cyan), 0.5 (blue), 0.075 (green) and 0.1σ/τ
(red).
U ξ < θ > N
0.1 386± 5 122± 13 10
0.075 384± 5 145± 8 15
0.05 386± 7 161± 6 20
0.025 386± 10 171± 4 40
0.01 392± 14 174± 3 99
0.0 397± 5 173± 4 90
TABLE I. Drag coefficient (units: m/τ) for Janus spheres
pulled along the liquid/vapor interface at various velocities,
along with the average director orientation and the number
of realizations N used in the calculation. U = 0 means pure
diffusion.
generate the initial velocity distribution. During the sim-
ulation the particles are allowed to translate and rotate
freely, but in fact there is little motion normal to the in-
terface and little rotation. If we denote the particle’s
position as (r(t), z(t)), then the mean-square fluctua-
tion in vertical position is 〈∆z2〉 = 0.548σ2. Likewise,
the mean square fluctuation in orientation angle relative
to the vertical is 4.1◦. We obtain the diffusivity using
〈r2(t)〉) ∼ 4Dt, and use the Stokes-Einstein relation to
find the drag coefficient ξ = kBT/D = (397 ± 5)m/τ .
The results is consistent with the pulled drag at the low-
est velocity but deviates as the velocity increases.
To place the numerical value of the drag in perspective,
we note that the Stokes drag on a fully immersed sphere
in the simulated fluid used here is 6piηR = 781m/τ theo-
retically, and 698, 756 and 853 m/τ for c12 =0.8, 1.0 and
1.2, respectively, in MD simulations in this system using a
fully immersed homogeneous sphere. The drag increases
with c12 because increasing the wettability draws fluid
molecules closer to the sphere and effectively increases
its radius. Alternatively, one may say that increasing
wettability decreases slip.
The physical origin of the drag variation is the pres-
ence of two competing effects. When a particle is pulled
along an interface there is more fluid resistance on the
part of surface that is immersed than on the part in va-
por, producing a torque which tends to rotate the parti-
cle. (This effect is incorporated in the resistance tensor
formalism[62] , in which force and torque are coupled
to linear and angular velocity.) If, as in the figure, the
particle translates from right to left, the torque is coun-
terclockwise. However, this rotation tends to withdraw
the strongly wetting part of the particle surface from the
liquid, which then forms an irregular coating film on the
top of the particle. There is then an unbalanced force
at the contact line, or equivalently an increase in the
area of the liquid/vapor interface, which exerts a clock-
wise torque. In addition, the same rotation places less
wettable regions of the particle surface in contact with
dense liquid, which reduces the drag force and the drag-
induced torque. In the simulations, the interface is flat in
equilibrium and when the particle is translated it initially
experiences a counterclockwise torque in response to the
drag imbalance. The rotation progressively entrains a
surface film with a clockwise torque, and at the same
time reduces the other torque, and the particle reaches a
steady state when the torques balance. The magnitude
of the effect is set by the pulling velocity, so the deviation
of the orientation from the vertical increases with speed.
Likewise, the change in drag coefficients is a competition
between the increase due to arresting the rotation and
the decrease due to exposing less wettable surface to the
liquid, and it happens that the latter effect dominates.
The conclusion to be drawn from these calculations is
that a heterogeneous Janus sphere changes its orientation
when it is pulled along an interface and as a result the
drag coefficient will vary with pulling speed. A particle
pulled sufficiently rapidly has a strong tilt and a reduced
drag in comparison with a diffusing particle, and an ap-
parent deviation from the Stokes-Einstein relation will
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FIG. 10. Hourglass shaped homogeneous particle with atoms
interacting with liquid with a single interaction c12.
result. In these simulations, the effect is a rather weak
drag reduction, and in particular there is no evidence for
a enhanced drag above the fully immersed value.
The fact that the drag coefficient increases in the ab-
sence of rotation is quite general, and we illustrate this
point with two examples. First, an analog of the Janus
sphere having structural rather than chemical disorder is
an hourglass-shaped particle, shown in Fig. 10. The par-
ticle is obtained by selecting the atoms in a section of a
cubic lattice: atomic positions satisfying (x2 + y2)1/2 ≤
6+2 cos 2θ in spherical coordinates. In this case the par-
ticle has uniform wettability, and as in KM the value of
c12 controls the immersion depth. We repeat the pulling
calculations for different wettability values, at two differ-
ent velocities, with the results given in Table II. In this
case the heterogeneity is not strong enough to pin the
particle at a fixed orientation in general, but the rota-
tion is arrested for the lower velocity for particles with
c12 ≤ 0.8 that are less than half immersed in the liquid.
As seen in Table II, the drag coefficient is approximately
speed-independent when free rotation occurs, but when
the heterogeneity is strong enough to arrest the rotation
the drag coefficient is higher. In this case the variation
in drag is considerably stronger, because there are no
competing surface tension effects. Note again, that the
enhanced values of the drag coefficient are well below
the fully immersed value, since the latter should be even
higher that those for c12 = 1. The second example is a
homogeneous sphere with uniform interactions and only
atomic-scale roughness, considered in KM. In this case
the sphere rotates when pulled at all but the lowest ve-
locity and wettability, and again in that situation there
is a distinct drag increase.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have used MD simulations to examine the role
of heterogeneities in the behavior of nanoparticles on
a liquid/vapor interface. For the most part we focused
on Janus spheres, having different wettabilities on each
U\c12 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
Hourglass
0.1 46.1 124 174 409 494
0.03 74.0 188 200 413 487
Sphere
0.1 33.6 88.9 187 320 428
0.03 60.7 90.6 197 326 419
TABLE II. Drag coefficient (units m/τ) for hourglass and
uniform spherical particles at two velocities (units σ/τ) for
various wettabilities. The statistical errors are similar to those
in Table I. Red entries indicate little or no rotation during the
motion.
hemisphere, as a simple and tractable model.
One set of simulations explored hysteretic effects aris-
ing when a Janus sphere migrates toward an interface
from bulk liquid or vapor phases. Simulations indicated
that the particle could evolve into either of three possi-
ble equilibrium states, depending its initial position and
orientation, with varying degrees of stability that could
be explained in terms of the local molecular interactions.
At the same time, we reinterpreted the observed behav-
ior in a more general manner, based on computations
of the free energy surface - the Helmholtz free energy
of the particle and fluid system as a function of particle
position and orientation. As a byproduct of this analy-
sis we noted that the standard continuum calculation of
the free energy of an interfacial particle which does not
take account of interfacial fluctuations could be mislead-
ing when applied to nanoparticles, and that a molecular
level calculation was required in that case.
A second set of simulations studied the drag and dif-
fusion of Janus particles. When diffusing along the in-
terface these particles fluctuate weakly about a config-
uration with the more wetting hemisphere in the liq-
uid and the less wetting side exposed to vapor. When
pulled along the interface by an external force they ro-
tate into a steady-state tilted configuration with a tilt
angle increasing with velocity, placing more and more of
the less-wetting hemisphere into contact with the liquid.
The result was a weak but significant variation of drag
coefficient with pulling speed. Analogous simulations of a
structurally heterogeneous hourglass-shaped particle in-
dicated that the particle would rotate continuously at
high pulling speeds but the rotation would arrest at lower
velocities, thereby increasing the drag coefficient. Even
a very weakly heterogeneous particle - a homogeneous
nanosphere with only atomic-scale surface roughness -
showed the same transition at sufficiently low pulling
speeds. The conclusion is a heterogeneous particle may
adopt different configurations when diffusing than when
pulled, and since the drag coefficient depends on the con-
figuration, an apparent violation of the Stokes-Einstein
relation may occur. As a byproduct we were able to test
the suggestion that heterogeneous particles at an inter-
face may have a drag coefficient greater than the bulk
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value when fully immersed in a liquid, but found only
drags smaller that the bulk value.
A key question is whether results for nanoparticles are
relevant to larger, micron-sized colloidal particles. Some
specific features of nanoparticle systems, such as the ef-
fects of the finite width of a liquid/vapor interface, would
likely play a minor role, while other phenomena such as
the importance of hydrodynamic fluctuations and the ap-
pearance of metastable configurations with long relax-
ation times are already well known to be significant at
micron scales. One result we have emphasized, which is
obvious in hindsight but not widely appreciated, is that
a heterogeneous particle may adopt different spatial and
orientational configurations under the action of differ-
ent external stimuli and accurate modeling is needed to
reflect this variation. The apparent Stokes-Einstein vi-
olations discussed in Section V illustrate this point but
the same caution applies to the modeling of all hydrody-
namic and surface interactions. In analyzing the simula-
tion results we have used both intuitive arguments based
on molecular configurations and more quantitative ones
based on the free energy surface. The systems considered
here were sufficiently simple for qualitative reasoning to
succeed but for more general and varied patterns of com-
peting heterogeneities the quantitative method employ-
ing free energy surfaces is more promising.
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